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I recently had three mediations in a row that failed to reach settlement. After a couple
of days contemplating running away with the circus and other lateral career moves, I
started focussing on what I might have done differently and what might yet be done to
advance resolution. Counsel and parties look for perseverance in their mediators and,
as I’ve detailed in an earlier post, there’s much a mediator can do to accelerate
ripeness for resolution. Even after a failed mediation mediators can follow up by
phone and email. My own experience has been that in many cases the parties just
need a little time to reflect on what actually happened at the mediation and then an
emailed mediator proposal can provide the catalyst to achieving settlement.
At the same time, I firmly believe that there’s a limit to what mediators can do to help
the parties achieve settlement and for a mediator to believe otherwise can lead to a
significant mediator workplace health and safety issue, also known as burnout or
meltdown. I’ve seen the impact this can have on mediators and have come to think of
this as a form of “compassion fatigue”, a condition that is attracting ever-increasing
awareness. See, for example, The Compassion Fatigue Awareness Project.
The timing of my three unsuccessful mediations roughly coincided with Geoff Sharp’s
thought-provoking post elsewhere on this Blog entitled, The Claims We Make
highlighting the competitive marketplace in which commercial mediators ply their
trade. This high pressure market, in which a mediator is perceived to only be as good
as his last mediation, combined with the solitary and confidential nature of the
commercial mediators’s work make it critically important that mediators actively seek
assistance in gaining insight into the impact on their well-being of the inevitable ups
and downs of their practice.
I always remember the good advice of a wise mediation trainer I crossed paths with
more than 20 years ago. He said, “If the mediator is the one working the hardest to
achieve settlement, something is badly wrong.” I urge mediators reading this blog to
keep that in mind as they go from case to case.
And by the way, I try never to speak in terms of a failed mediation. Rather, as parties
and counsel are packing their bags to go I sometimes leave them with this paraphrase
of Edison, “We have not failed today. Rather we have successfully identified one
approach to settlement that will not work.”
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To make sure you do not miss out on regular updates from the Kluwer Mediation Blog,
please subscribe here.
Kluwer Arbitration Practice Plus now offers an enhanced Arbitrator Tool with
4,100+ data-driven Arbitrator Profiles and a new Relationship Indicator exploring
relationships of 12,500+ arbitration practitioners and experts.
Learn how Kluwer Arbitration Practice Plus can support you.
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